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In Carbondale
Cliff Fell
Consider the glue
that holds all this together,
be it the cold light
of the diamond in the mine,
the gold in its seam
below the forest
or the shale oil reserves
of the Arctic Circle—
each in its way a party hat
that pays homage
to DJ culture
or signals the slow
corruption of thought.
But right from the start
let it be said
that to our knowledge
the art of the oil slick
has not yet been
seen in the highest places.
But it is spring,
or it will be tomorrow,
so this will go viral
on totally nothing.
Get out among the birds,
behind the weather
and collaborate.
It’s what you must do.
Let me know.
At least we might try
to advance your case,
however tight things are
with juice or money.
Jump on the bandwagon,
get the company
involved again,
their logo on the solar
panels. After all,
you’re only asking
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for five thousand bucks. That’s how
you have to think—
on the backs of everyone.
Text me a promise.
Text me the text
to be read in your presence.
Text me the radiance
of the mind’s white light
as you set out on its storyline,
the plot that says
you almost became
a miner again
as you sang the ‘Days of ’49’.
If only you’d known
you were mining yourself.
Unlucky, not to recognise
the mind’s own form.
Now you will wander
among the hungry ghosts
or in the lower realm
of the animals.
You will feel sad
as the fog descends,
as the world becomes
indistinct and you move on
in your ceaseless
journeying,
roaming the streets
like a latter-day saint,
or a Prospero
with his gang
of Ariels and Calibans.
Well, if I had to, sir,
most surely I would do it all again.
I’d go down among
the lower animals
on that Saturday night floor,
I’d go with them crazy
from bar to bar
dressed to kill in a hoodie
or off-the-shoulder
next-to-nothings,
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down and dirty
in the sweat and lights.
Well, are you not of a piece, sir?
Wouldn’t you want to move
to whatever it takes?—
an old calypso tune,
the insistent riff
of power chords,
or the pluck of her Venus hyper tines,
and all of it cranked up
into full reverb
and touching us
with a tempo
that feeds the skull
this thump of drum and bass.
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Lost Secrets from the End of the Universe, July 2015
Three digital collages by Fiona Johnstone
A preview of composite found images drawing correspondences between slides of the
Pavo constellation, which were nearly destroyed by a fire near the oil storage tanks at
Nelson Port in the 20th century, and some portraits of then-recent immigrants from the
19th century Tyree Studio in Nelson. With grateful thanks to Charles Lewis & Richmond
Antiques.
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Pavo xvi and a lost Tyree baby
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Pavo xxii: Tyree branch with hands and necklace
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Pavo xv: Tyree skirt and a big M
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Ducking out of the Mirror
Augusta Szrak interviews Thomas Pors Koed

Before we start the interview, Thomas Pors Koed, whose book of short fictions, No
Relation, has just been published by Titus Books, makes it clear that he isn’t about to
provide information of a biographical nature. I’m not sure whether this extends to details
such as the location in which the interview took place, but I suspect it might.
TPK: I have always tried to be scrupulously uninteresting, at least in the biographical sense.
If I have occasionally fallen short of this ideal in other areas it is not through lack of trying.
AS: Can we talk about your new book, No Relation…
TPK: I do share a name with the person who wrote that book, even if I no longer share any
cells - it was written between ten and seven years ago - so I have ended up being the one
expected to justify it, at least to those who think it should be justified.
AS: Do you have a problem with that?
TPK: The sense of remove is enjoyable.
AS: Do you feel qualified to talk about the book?
TPK: Talking about it is the qualification.
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AS: No Relation is a book of short stories. They’ve been described as having been written
“against the grain of contemporary New Zealand fiction”. How accurate a description is
that?
TPK: If there’s a grain, I’m against it. Not that I am exactly reacting to the grain – it’s
constitutional. One of the best comments I’ve had about the book so far was that reading
it was like reading sandpaper. Sandpaper can be effectively applied against the grain or it
can be more painfully applied against your skin, especially cumulatively. It depends on the
result you want. We should have done a written interview so I didn’t make any jokes. I
recognise that there is not much New Zealand fiction that applies itself to exploring the
writing and reading of fiction in the way that some of the stories in this book apply
themselves to exploring the writing and reading of fiction.
AS: In what way?
TPK: I wanted to challenge the various expectations that readers bring to reading fiction,
and the various assumptions and presumptions they make when reading fiction.
AS: Such as?
TPK: For instance, and it’s rather a broad instance, the assumptions and presumptions a
reader makes in completing a text with elements drawn from their own mind, almost
always without realising they are doing so.
AS: What do you mean?
TPK: A reader surrenders the contents of their own mind to the authority of the author,
who rearranges these contents into new patterns without inputting anything new other
than the pattern. But because the contents, so to call them, of what we like to think of as
our minds are both adhered to other contents and extremely elastic, the effect of reading
a text is always wider than what the text authorises. Whether this is a necessary or merely
an inevitable part of reading is unimportant compared with the task of defining just where
the line is drawn in the struggle between the author and the reader for control of the text,
or for control of the edge of the effect of the text.
AS: I’m thinking of that passage about Hamlet’s ears in your story ‘Milk’.
TPK: Yes. Strictly speaking it isn’t any of our business as readers to even think of Hamlet as
either having or not having ears, as they aren’t mentioned in the text. We aren’t authorised
by the text to think about Hamlet’s ears, but we always bring more to reading than is
authorised by the text. I quite enjoy getting readers into trouble when they do this.
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AS: In quite a few of the stories, I’m thinking of ‘Passenger’ or ‘Leather’ or ‘Dry’, when
reading them you suddenly realise that you haven’t registered a vital bit of information,
even though this has been pivotal to the story all along.
TPK: No spoilers.
AS: The withholding of information by the author, a narrator or by some other character
seems common to the formulation and effect of many of the stories. The collection is called
No Relation, after all. Why do you do this? Do you do this on purpose?
TPK: [Laughs] Yes, I do this on purpose, even though it can’t be helped. It is the suppression
rather than the provision of information that makes fiction different from actuality.
Actuality is so overwhelmingly full of detail that we are unable to think about it without
suppressing the vast majority of stimuli that assail us. In fiction, this suppression has been
done for us by the author, but the text is always a contested membrane between the
pressure of what has been withheld by the author in order to potentise the text and the
pressure of what is welling up in the reader in response to the text but not authorised by
the text.
AS: What, specifically, were you trying to do?
TPK: I wanted to test the potencies of this exclusion. I wanted to test how characters, and
how readers, are affected by what is not related, by what is withheld, by what has been
potentised by exclusion or by the impossibility of inclusion. I'm reading that from the blurb.
AS: The greater the exclusion the greater the potency?
TPK: The greater the pressure on each side of the membrane. The sharper the tools. The
more intense the struggle between author and reader for control.
AS: And if the membrane ruptures?
TPK: What could be better than that?
AS: When David Mitchell spoke recently at the Auckland Writers Festival, he said that he
wrote best when he felt that he had bitten off more than he could chew. Can you relate to
this?
TPK: I write best when I have bitten of so little that if I do not constantly worry the particle
with my tongue I will lose it somewhere in my mouth or swallow it by accident.
AS: Does this apply to the stories in No Relation?
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TPK: The particles are small but they could be smaller.
AS: Now I’m going to ask you the stupidest possible question, the question all writers get
asked, just because I don’t think you should be exempt, and I want to see your response.
TPK: Alright.
AS [affecting earnest voice]: Where do you get your inspiration from?
TPK: [laughs] I suppose the word ‘inspiration’, if you strip away all the quasi-spiritual
connotations, refers to something coming in from outside, an intrusion. I seem to be
constituted so that when something intrudes upon my awareness, verbal antibodies are
released, latch onto it and begin to break it down, to nullify it.
AS: So your writing is a defence against inspiration?
TPK: Writing is an immune response.
AS: Is there, then, no stimulation without irritation?
TPK: Not in my case.
AS: And if all was well there would be no reason to write?
TPK: That’s impossibly hypothetical, but I suppose I wouldn’t disagree with you. Without
your pains you wouldn’t know you existed. Perhaps writing is an attempt to get to that
point, an attempt to sublimate the obstacles to cessation or release or whatever you want
to call it into stories, to abstract our problems to the point that we gain the illusion of if
not control at least of comprehension, or if not of comprehension at least of the ability to
formulate questions that seem to help us to think about these obstacles in a way that
focuses and then releases our frustration with them.
AS: Do you have to write, then, in order to stop writing?
TPK: Do I have to answer questions in order to stop answering questions?
AS: How much do the stories in No Relation draw from your own life?
TPK: The stories in No Relation are not at all autobiographical, although there is a fairly
accurate description of my slippers in ‘Beyond Saturn’. Having said that, though, I must say
that biography is only particular on the surface. The things that give literature its valency,
such as anxiety, primarily anxiety, are transpersonal. Only the specifics are personal. The
specifics are the means by which we communicate our attempts to grapple with our shared
anxiety, or whatever. The specifics in these stories have no relation to my biography.
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AS: Apart from your slippers.
TPK: Yes.
AS: So you don’t think of literature as a mirror?
TPK: I don’t like metaphors.
AS: You’ve done nothing but use metaphors throughout this interview.
TPK: If it’s my mirror, I want to look at what’s behind me so I need to duck out of the way.
If I glimpse myself I would rather do so in someone else’s mirror and catch myself as a
stranger.

Photo: A. Szrak

No Relation is available in Nelson from Page & Blackmore Booksellers, from Titus Books (titus.co.nz),
and from various independent bookshops.
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It Has Come To My Attention
Local Attack-Reporter Davey Jones Uncovers Dissent in the Community
Could there really be a different set of economic and social policies governing this country?
An open letter to John Kingkey – discovered by an unknown source – suggests just such a
thing.
As to the origin of the letter, the following statement was made by my source:
“When out looking for scraps to eat the other night, I was outside City Club on Selwyn
St. It was after some sort of meeting and there in a bin was a scrunched up piece of
paper round a half-eaten chicken vol-au-vent. “Tasty treat for supper” thought this wee
dumpster-diver. So, I rushed home to have a feed, hoping to avoid council security
cameras along the way. Putting my feet up in the lounge watching TV – thank god they
got rid of that Campbell ponce! – I had a look at that scrunch of paper. Well, it looked
like a secret message, a load of mumbo jumbo. Next day I spotted my neighbour Davey.
Thought he might pay me a piece. He’s not much of a man himself, said it looked
interesting though and he’d give me a bottle of booze for it. And it was a nice drop of
stuff too.”
I have withheld his name as good journalistic practice. Ethics is still alive in some quarters.
However the content of the letter seemed so full of ranting malice that I passed it on to
Watercoloured as a good example of the seething malcontents that lurk like frightened
rats in the community. There could be one in your neighbourhood. Thank goodness that it
didn’t end up in the gutter press where the inevitable shark-fest would end in tears. Our
respected leaders need protection from baseless allegation and derisive innuendo.
Let your own better judgement asses the full open letter, which is printed below.
Dear John Kingkey,
Housing in NZ has been in the media in a big way for the last four years. You might have
missed this, but the trend has been emerging since 2008 (so make that seven years), maybe
since we lost our pre-sapien hair and started building. Most of us woke up with a roof over
our head this morning. In your case, a choice of roofs throughout the world. If we were
lucky we slept well, nightmare free. I am talking about absolute human needs for shelter,
if that isn’t clear yet.
I own a house and I (weirdly?) feel guilty about it. An old, ex-state house bought cheaply
just before Helen Clark stopped the National Party asset stripping. I wanted to both protect
myself and family from the ravages of a stagnant and extractive economy and open my
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doors to the homeless. It’s too frightening to think about human history on the planet and
where we might be going with resource depletion, inequitable wealth distribution and
mega human population. A place to shut the door on the world is a major player in the
sanity stakes. Thank Darwin for Jared Diamond, amongst others for assistance here. We
are a species that exploits resources, both natural and human, and though it involves
slavery and desertification, we just are not set up as societies to think forward and avoid
the repetition. What is the solution John? How do you sleep these days?
The current state of housing in NZ is seen as a shortage, and like any good deterministic
materialist, the solutions touted have been to build more, make more land available and to
loosen restrictive legislation. As our mate Gerry Brownlee asserted after the Christchurch
earthquake “Let the market provide,” like some neo-liberal saint. I’d hazard that Brownlee
would think little of the McGillicudy Serious Party Housing Policy from 1995. A policy that
stated: ‘Better a hovel for everyone than one mansion and the rest nothing.’
Today in Auckland, new “affordable” housing looks like being tagged at getting on for
$1/2 million. Third option is, steal more land from vulnerable or minority groups like Māori
in West Auckland. Do you really think these policies will help? Are they solutions or just neoliberal dogma? Have you forgotten even the forefathers of liberal economics? Adam Smith
for example, in The Theory of Moral Sentiments, wrote:
The disposition to admire and almost worship the rich and powerful, and to despise or
at least to neglect persons of poor and mean condition – is the greatest and most
universal cause of corruption of our moral sentiments.
Perhaps it would be useful to look at the more complex nature of economics to shed more
light on the topic but first let me pick out a few recent “stories” reported in the media that
show just how far the have-nots have sunk on your watch.
First up, we’ve just had an inquest into the death of a two year old. Contributing factors
were found to be the damp, cold state house that she lived in. Astonishingly, Housing NZ
have since apologised! A father - in his 30’s and living in a house with similar conditions –
also died recently. He earned a meagre wage as a security guard and the mother of his
child was left struggling with the power bill. Finally, an old age pensioner was found to be
living in his car outside Christchurch hospital. This is shocking, and we cannot pass these
incidences off as anecdotal aberrations - the statistics speak for themselves. 20% to 25% of
children in NZ live in poverty and as a direct consequence many schools need to offer at
least a hearty breakfast to students before even thinking about education. Food banks are
overwhelmed up and down the country. Diseases of abject poverty and overcrowding, like
the debilitating rheumatic fever, pester our children and end with cardiovascular problems
in later life. Is this what we want, what you want John? Good old Dickensian England
embedded in your memes. An erosion of hard won rights, 90 day trials and zero contracts
is a good start!
Though I am on weak grounds due to lack of statistics (hopefully new legislation on WoF
for rentals will entail greater levels of information on housing), there are indications of
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pressure on the market for housing and land from the investment quarter. There is the basic
evidence of unrealistic prices, and the lack of controls over purchase, the return on housing
and land being much higher than for other types of investment. Add to this the gossip about
land agents advertising NZ overseas, as a great place to speculate on housing with its weak
laws. An Auckland house bought in 2008 will now be worth 60% more in 2015. It was
estimated that speculators bought 40% of houses in 2014, and they are expecting their
investment to rise by 75% in 5 years!!! Some 80% of these appear to be New Zealanders.
Some say the enemy within. Somehow I don’t think this wealthy group will want any funny
policy like “building loads of houses” from their National party. This would reduce demand,
price and return. The investors lobby will threaten to limit party slush funds and enlist
Cameron Slater to attack National moderates. Neo economic fascism (corporatism – the
Trojan Horse of monetary war) must be protected!!
Be brave John, for the sake of future generations. Remember your roots in the lower
classes. Please don’t just leave us to the cannibals of capitalism with ever decreasing wealth
for the masses. Don’t run away and take up home in Hawaii. Forget Margaret Thatcher and
“there is no society only individuals.” Housing has a social value, a historic value and is an
adjunct to a healthy nation. What would your mother think John, if you turn your back like
Old Nick, on poor families, the old, the infirm, the homeless? Get focused and stop pulling
pony tails. There is work to be done. You cannot behave like a neo-alienated-anarchist and
believe that government should back away from responsibility, sell off assets and
innocently believe that the private sector while owning health, housing, education and
welfare will deliver “goodness”. We pay you fellers in power to look after granny’s jewels
and the vulnerable and in turn we put up with your posing and preening. The Janus face of
power, remember?
The downside here might be that in the current cycle it is all overheated and that if
market values of land and housing fall, people may be left paying mortgages more than
the house is actually worth – over-capitalised I think is the term. Banks may lose money
and have to be compensated by taxpayers (like what happened with the billions paid out
after the South Canterbury Finance debacle). Perhaps you could reply and give some sort
of reassurance. I don’t want any of that “I don’t remember this debacle” or “I was away
playing golf with Obama”, or “It wasn’t as much as we paid out to keep Solid Energy afloat
and buy off its CEO to keep his mouth shut” or even previous government’s bird-brained
schemes like privatising NZ Rail, Bank of NZ and Telecom. Party faithful in Fay-Richwhite
made fat profits, remember? I await your response.
Further, would you be prepared to tax unearned income at much higher rates than
earned income as Charles Hugh Smith has suggested. You know, the likes of capital gains,
or market transactions for investors, the true white collar bludgers (it is work after all, just
another type of income). Think of all those corporate buddies and your own currency
trading. With a little bit of feeling you could turn yourself around. John Rawles, in A Theory
of Justice, points out how useful shame is as it “implies an especially intimate connection
with our person and those upon whom we depend to confirm our sense of our own self16

worth”. Throw in a little guilt and you’ll be as shiny as number 8 wire. Speaking of wire,
watch Gaylene Preston’s Hope and Wire and you will see how much a lack of housing
affects citizens and how the new land barons are setting themselves up. Sorry to be so
patronising. Granny knows how to suck eggs.
Finally, John, you must be wondering how you have maintained such a high degree of
popularity? But surely you must be worried about the implications of having duped the
population. If so many can believe in the party propaganda that has generated this
personality cult, and that there is a fourth estate so weak that there is no serious criticism
within NZ, then surely these manipulated masses could turn against even you; victims
turning to become oppressors. Those of us that can see “the hollow man” have to depend
on suppressed information within NZ or sources from overseas.
And remember the research of Stanley Milgram where experimental subjects ‘torture’
others on command of authority. Who is commanding you? Does someone have you by the
short and curlies? Is it some slick corporate body that has some damning information on
you? There was the pony tail – a symptomatic displacement of something darker? I know
it is hard to be up there as the “Premier”. It seems a lonely place. You never seemed to
make much sense in parliament but now the cracks are wide and more people are looking
in. We can see the weakness behind the shouting and denial and the playground bullying.
The little boy needs to run home before he is humiliated.
Remember that there is a model for a good society with social commons, public goods
and services. There was never a society without them. Perhaps also worth remembering is
the old maxim ‘Live simply, so others can simply live.’ Wilkinson and Pickett’s book The
Spirit Level demonstrates that generally the more equitable a society the greater the
integration of means and wellbeing. NZ needs to improve its figures of appalling
incarceration rates, domestic violence, youth suicide, teenage pregnancy, and now extreme
housing inequity. As Sir Geoffrey Palmer said “2 basic rights: food and shelter”. The social
contract is threatened – no rights and protections THEN no faith in the system. The walls
are going up but there seems nothing to write with anymore....
Can’t wait
Dan Duffer – Reformed Sales Man
As you can see this letter is a hostile little monster needing to be quashed. Can we find the
source and put a little “pressure” on them to reform themselves? He/she should keep their
nervous anxiety to themselves, rather than spread it around! If anyone does have any
inclination as to who might have been the author, I think it is their citizen’s duty to share
their speculation with higher authorities.
Davey Jones
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Concrete Jungle
Ivan Rogers
These photographs were taken at a mini golf course in West Ryde, Sydney, in 1986. I
started photographing at school in Christchurch in the late 70s. By the 1980s, I had a style
and had a few shows here and in Sydney (I worked and exhibited at PhotoForum in
Wellington) until getting a bit disappointed with my results in the 2000s. But I’ve been at
it again digitally over the past three years. At the same time I'm digitally scanning some
tens of thousands of negatives. This is happening in real time: in 2009 I scanned 1980 and
this year I'm up to 1986. These images were found on the last film scanned.
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Flash Fiction x 2
John Cohen-Du Four
Clink. 10 to 2.
I raise my tumbler.
Our eyes meet and lock through cut glass and tawny droplets.
‘To love,’ I exclaim.
‘Our love,’ you return.
‘Ah yes, of course our love. And yet what is one love, however grand, however
celebrated, if it’s merely cast adrift alone on a sea of worldly indifference? Tossed, lost, at
such great cost. A pearl fallen to the floor of a putrid pond amongst so much mud and
muck and dull detritus. No, let us vow to toast our own small, perfectly formed passion,
that it finds its truly rightful footing amongst a treasure trove of similarly dazzling
artefacts of the heart. A galaxy, if you will, of glowing diamonds. A worthy nest in which
we, glistening, gleaming, forever reside. Nothing less surely shall suffice!’
I move my glass to clink rims but you dip yours so that the contact never comes.
‘God, Nathan,’ you say, ‘you can be so appallingly pompous at times – especially when
you’re pissed.’
You head off to the kitchen, pour yourself another refill. I see the whisky wobble in
your step. Who’s the pissed one here?
You come back to the settee, tuck your legs under you, fidget until you’re comfortable.
‘I think you confuse pomposity with poetry. I was only pointing out, my dear – ’ but I
get no further.
‘Like that, right there! My dear! It’s so aloof, so last century – so fucking John Gielgud!’
‘While you seem determined to resort to lowly insult. Set on missing my point, which
is – ’
‘Oh, you made your point. In fact, your point is not the point at all! It’s how bloody
affected you get. Aloof. It borders on arrogance!’
You glower at me. I feel the relaxed mood dissipate.
‘And yet you yourself haven’t the grace to allow one to finish one’s sentence. How
charming is that?’
‘There! One has finished one’s sentence. Is one happy now?’
‘Happy? Happy??? Oh, you don’t really want an answer to that one, do you?’
‘What? Can’t take a little criticism?’
‘What I can’t take is your dull lack of romanticism. No sense of wonder. No flight. No
richness – of language, ideas, anything!’
I see you flinch. What the hell, you pulled the gloves off first.
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‘I just don’t think, as soon as I get a couple of drinks under my belt, everything has to
turn to Wordsworth! I remain rooted to this time and space!’
‘Well, rooted is the one thing you won’t be in this time and space!’
Not poetic, I know – but at least it feels pithy.
‘Oh, Christ – oh, please, no, not that!!! How shall I ever face the rest of the night
without your scrawny penis fumbling over me!’
I storm to the door, jerk it open.
‘I used to love you, you know! Adore you!’
But you get the final word in, shouting just before the door slams.
‘And I used to think the Easter Bunny was real!’
Seven years today.
Shitty way to celebrate an anniversary.
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dyers pass grit
deeply flawed. that’s what they call me.
whatever n the hell that means.
truth is i never did shoot no crossbow arrow through my lil sisters dolls head. it was the
foot and I only grazed it. an i never drowned no dog. never drowned nothin. did have to
kill a young pup once droppin a heavy stone on its head but that were a mercy coz id run
it over accidental like backin up the pickup.
and that shit about me gettin macy anne macgregor pregnent? jeez she was uglier than a
badgers backside and besides she was a reglar machine doin every guy in the whole
damn county cept me!
an that rumour bout poisinin? just brewed up some dandelion coffee. hell everyone
knows choky weed grows good n thick round dandelions. some bound to get in amongst
things when yer pickin. poisinin shit! billy barfed up his lunch along with the coffee thats
all.
but stories have a habit of gettin round. growin outa hand like.
take daddy for instance (far away if yer get half a chance! – ha). sure he done some time.
theivin here and there. aggrivated on coupla occasions. but daddy had a code he lived
by. meant at the bottom of things he was a decent enuf man. no picnic in the park. no
mother treeza or nuthin. but decent enuf.
me. sure i get the angry yips from time to time. quik to the fist some would say (daddy
always reckoned a punch in time saves nine). an trouble do have a way of taggin round
my heels. but nuthin real bad.
an i do tries hard at things. work longer than a beaver in november if im gettin paid fer
it. an i can bring down a buck with a single shot right or left handed even in tanglewood
even at dusk even whiskeyd up. an im dab with the ol frypan (my collards and
cornybread sez you wont say otherwise!).
if ma justed not passed on so early leaving daddy to fend fer five young crazy
whippersnakes all alone. me just nine the others (jake arby shelley nate) all snotnosed
and smaller. well things bound to of turned out diffrent.
bound to of.
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just kinda hard imagining. I mean lookin at me now an all.
ah shit!
that road up on dyers pass. every time a good westerwind whips up that ol grit gets iner
yer eyes. right under them lids. makes em burn worser than a
kiss from a copperhead.
go all leakyer than a tennessee trailer park rooftop.
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A Wrecking Light, A Reel of Wool, A Can of Beans
Part One of an Extended Addendum to Make Matter Matter1

Nicholas Haig

Somehow, out where flax turns to reed and reed to mud, I caught sight of it. A gambolling
pair of pukekos, and there, a thread – gelid crimson, red – heading seaward. On the
dairying and sprat-rearing flatlands at Glenduan I made it to the sea, the ever-renewing
sea, and turned back.
Monday had been sucking teeth at me. Glue, screws, nails – all loose. Sunlight,
bothering. So I went looking.
But it was a pelt – wildcat – stretched over a breadboard that had set me off. We had
been sitting in a beech clearing in the bush, in amongst a tangle of scrubby manuka,
coprosma, gorse and ragwort, up the Pelorus Valley drinking McGuigan and Lindauer Brut
and playing Up and Down the River. A game without hedged bets; you’ve got to get it right,
get your bet exactly right, or you’re fucked. Well, you lose anyway.
One of us, with hand and tongue, had gestured to the board, the pelt, sitting in the
wood box. For years, someone said, this cat, this bit of ginger fur and leathered skin, had
1

Make Matter Matter, an illustrated essay which, in an attempt to throw some light on the “issue”
of Hone Ma Heke, conflated the blurbs of texts which accompanied dOCUMENTA (13) with a
number of individuals who are sometimes lumped together as being part of the Arte Povera
movement, appeared in Watercoloured 3.
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been tracked – by mind as much as foot – through the forest from the Maungatapu Saddle
to the State Highway 6 Bridge crossing the Pelorus, from Mount Fell to the Whispering
Falls.

This same someone, finished with the cat, pointed past me to the now unseen edge of
the clearing where the day before we had found a half-formed word scrawled in the dirtscar of a tyre-track where the Bobcat had passed on its way to clear a new site for the longdrop, and asked what do I want and where do I stand?2
2

That marking in the dirt agitated me. A hieroglyph? Something out of Egypt? A sign of someone
escaped from Egypt? Had this half-formed glyph – which means, literally, “god’s words” or, more
accurately in this instance, “god’s almost-words” – been left for us? As a warning? This enigmatic
signifier – I know (I assume) it means or meant something – became something that “stuttered” me.
In his book The Psychotheology of Everyday Life: Reflections on Freud and Rosenzweig, Eric L.
Santner contends that we are always within the “ban” of such enigmatic signifiers by virtue of the
‘historicity of meaning.’ He continues:
We are, that is, always haunted, surrounded by the remainders of lost forms of life, by concepts
and signs that had meaning within a form of life that is now gone and so persist, to use Lacan’s
telling formulation, as “hieroglyphs in the desert.” We are thus always, in a certain sense, within
the dimension of loss and abandonment. But what is more, we are in the midst of loss we cannot
even really name, for when you lose a concept you also lose the capacity to name what has been
lost…These dead letters, these “hieroglyphs in the desert,” can of course become the focus of
intense affective charge. What psychoanalysis ultimately tells us is that this is always the case,
that our bodies are haunted by nameless loss, by an ontological incompleteness against which
we defend by this or that symptomatic hypercathexis by our specific form of “Egyptomania.” If
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there is a “Jewish” dimension to psychoanalytic thought, it is this: the cure is indeed a kind of
“exodus,” only not one out of Egypt; it offers, rather an exodus out of the various forms of
Egyptomania that so profoundly constrain our lives and, while sustaining a level of adaptability,
keep us from opening to the midst of life.
How to go about seeking an escape from what Santner calls Egyptomania? And does it, ironically,
mean putting a stop to the search for that bit of red thread, for the way out? How to come to terms
with that obscure object of desire? Is the way out a matter of realising that there is no way out? If
Egyptomania is the ‘excessive investment of libido or interest in an object or person or idea,’ then
escaping its ‘ban’ would appear straightforward. A simple matter of divesting energy. But when, as
Santner suggests, our ‘investment’ is made through and in ‘dead letters,’ what then?
Can these enigmatic signifiers – these things that disturb meaning’s grammar (it means, but I
cannot find the order etc.) – be turned against themselves? Can these emblems of dis-ease in the
symbolic order (and ‘in’ us too) be parlayed with? What I think I’m getting at concerns what could
be termed a poetics of matter. That is, the capacity to make matter matter sans libidinal investment,
sans expectation of profit; to contest the dominance of cost-benefit relations which rely on a logic
of equivalences.
Does poetry have the power to suspend violence? Seamus Heaney thought so and the somewhat
quixotic example he used was Jesus writing in the dirt in order to halt the stoning of a woman taken
in adultery. The passage, from chapter eight of John’s Gospel, is worth quoting in full.
1

Jesus went unto the Mount of Olives.
early in the morning he came again into the temple, and all the people came unto him; and
he sat down, and taught them.
3 And the scribes and Pharisees brought unto him a woman taken in adultery; and when they had
set her in the midst,
4 They say unto him, Master, this woman was taken in adultery, in the very act.
5 Now Moses in the law commanded us, that such should be stoned: but what sayest thou?
6 This they said, tempting him, that they might have to accuse him. But Jesus stooped down, and
with his finger wrote on the ground, as though he heard them not.
7 So when they continued asking him, he lifted up himself, and said unto them, He that is without
sin among you, let him first cast a stone at her.
8 And again he stooped down, and wrote on the ground.
9 And they which heard it, being convicted by their own conscience, went out one by one,
beginning at the eldest, even unto the last: and Jesus was left alone, and the woman standing in
the midst.
2 And

Henri Cole argues that ‘It wasn't important what Jesus wrote in the sand, but it was the unexpected
gesture of his turning away from the stoning of a prostitute and writing in the sand that stops the
stoning or suspends it.’ He could have written ‘nothing?’ Or a bit of smutty innuendo? Or, whatever?
I’m not sure. And why so quick to discount the call of conscience?
Again, I’m not sure, but what I think Heaney and Cole were intimating was that absurd or
unexpected gestures have the potential to ‘open-up’ ground, to make tears in the social fabric, to,
literally in this case, suspend violence. The poetic act as confounder of dominant discourses of sense
is truly alluring. But I think they may have missed a trick here. The “action,” as I see it, should be read
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like this: Jesus laid bare the emptiness of the symbolic order (in this instance, an order from a book
of dead letters which demands that an adulteress be stoned) by making a similarly empty gesture.
He did not confound or suspend the law but revealed its essential absence – its fundamental nonexistence. The ground did not open up, it vanished.
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